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Abstract
OnPoynt Aerial Solutions provides drone kits to educational institutions, and they've recently gained interest in the education and community drone racing market. Our project consists of developing a mobile application as part of a drone racing and gaming system. The mobile app will work across multiple platforms including iOS and Android. The app will provide a means of connecting clients to the drone racing scene. Users can also review previous races and view information like stats of races, track racer performance, and even view archived footage of past races. The app is designed for both drone racers and fans of drone racing. The app provides a new way for the drone racing community to keep up with drone racing and have it at their fingertips.

Results

Our main tools for creating this mobile application were Google IONIC3 and XAMPP with phpMyAdmin. Google IONIC3 allowed us to create both Android and iOS versions of the application simultaneously. XAMPP allowed us to create local servers that could be used for storing test data and ensuring that our applications can retrieve information from a server. phpMyAdmin allowed us to look at what's being saved in the database and make adjustments as needed. The live and saved videos are played via Youtube links.

Architecture

Our main tools for creating this mobile application were Google IONIC3 and XAMPP with phpMyAdmin. Google IONIC3 allowed us to create both Android and iOS versions of the application simultaneously. XAMPP allowed us to create local servers that could be used for storing test data and ensuring that our applications can retrieve information from a server. phpMyAdmin allowed us to look at what's being saved in the database and make adjustments as needed. The live and saved videos are played via Youtube links.

Impact

Currently, there is no mobile application for the drone racing community that allows for live race video streaming. This app enables racers and fans to check the stats of other racers as well as their own on a mobile device. The geo-fencing of upcoming events allows users to see the drone racing events happening near them. This encourages the formation of more drone racing communities. It exposes users to more drone racing events near them that they may not have found otherwise. This builds up the idea of being a drone racing fan and gives important capabilities to this niche group. Having such features in a mobile application makes it easy for users to keep up with drone racing on the go. The personalization of the application down to area, their favorite teams/ racers, and their drone specifications allows the app to be customized to their credentials and preferences. This will help OnPoynt to have a premier mobile application that introduces the concepts of drone racing to the mobile platform.

Summary

We were able to create a clean and simple mobile application that has the original features we wanted. Our application has a social media feel where fans can follow their favorite racers or teams. The simplistic front end makes it easy to use and appealing for a variety of users. The geolocation features in the app give a sense of community and opportunity for local drone racing events to grow. We are able to play saved and live drone videos filmed by the drones during races on the app for racer and fan viewing on the go.

Metric:

Our metric for success was that we implement all the features initially discussed. We have been able to successfully implement all the initial features other than the features our sponsors decided to push off to version 2 due to time constraints.